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Rob’s Ramblings
Some say he is a Vehicle
of Historic Interest,
others that he’s a Fuel
Cell Electric Vehicle.
We call him our

Club Administrator

Rob Jones

Firstly, I have already sent an email to members, but I would like to remind everyone
that we will holding this year’s AGM at the National Kit Car Motor Show at
Stoneleigh Park. The event takes place on Sunday 5th May and Monday 6th May,
with our AGM scheduled for the Sunday at 1pm. I will send out more information
with an agenda nearer the time.
Talking of big events, I have been
approached by members James Rudland
and Richard Maxwell about having a Club
display at the NEC Classic Car Show in
November. I believe the Club will benefit
greatly from the exposure and publicity and
I am delighted that James and Richard are
prepared to make the necessary
commitments to ensure this will happen.
Anyone who wishes to help should contact:
James at: james@jamesrudland.com
and Richard at: mdmax72@icloud.com
I went to the Brooklands Classic Meeting
on a beautiful late February morning. I was
a little late and drove in just as member
Paul Reynolds was leaving. Surprisingly,
there were no other Speedsters there.
Usual eclectic range of cars though – I was
rather taken with a trio of early MGs and a
lovely AC Bristol and, as might be
expected, a Mercedes Gullwing attracted a
lot of attention. But you don’t need to go to
a classic car show to see classic cars – in a
single side street in Chelsea I spotted a
Wolseley 6/110, a Fiat 500 and a Maserati
Ghibli. Also spotted in our local branch of
Homebase was a rather nice Bristol 411.
Members will recall the Government’s
decision to define vehicles over 40-years
old as “historic vehicles” (remember, it
does not include substantially modified
vehicles such as our Speedsters and
Spyders) and to exclude them from the
requirements of an annual MoT. I mention it
here because I know a number of our
members also own classic cars. There had
been some concern as to how bureaucratic
the process of registration would be.
Recently FBHVC received a letter from DfT
explaining
that a qualifying vehicle
immediately becomes exempt from MoT
testing as soon as it becomes 40-years old.
In their letter DfT states the following:
3.

“The Department and DVLA have set up an
administrative process (via DVLA form
V112 and the equivalent process on-line)
which requires at the time of the annual relicensing of vehicles a declaration that the
vehicle is a vehicle of historic interest – in
that it has not been substantial modified.
This process is in place to help owners of
old vehicles that have been substantially
modified to not by mistake run them without
a valid MoT.” For those who wish to read
more you can go to the FBHVC archive at:
http :/ /fb hvc.co .uk/ mem be rs - pag es/
newsletter-archive/

remove a massive source of pollution from
our streets.
Nearly all the statistics on sales of electric
vehicles include hybrids. But I’m going to
ignore these as essentially a transitional
technology and, in any event, our
Government’s own target is that by 2040 at
the latest all cars sold should be zeroemissions. That means pure electric
vehicles (EVs), either battery-electric
(BEVs) or the often overlooked fuel-cell
electric vehicles (FCEVs). When we
consider EVs, the data show us that in
2018 only 15474 vehicles were sold in the
UK, out of a total of 2.4 million vehicles.

Members might have sensed my views on
climate change from a number of not very
subtle hints I have dropped in previous
Ramblings. I thought about writing an

Please stick with me while I present some
pretty boring statistics. For the sake of
argument, we can assume that all EVs sold
are cars rather than commercial vehicles.
There are currently 31 million cars on the
road so, on that basis, the annual
replacement rate is 2.4/31 or 7.7%. We can
also assume that by 2040, because of our
growing population and increasing
individual prosperity (despite Brexit, as the
BBC would say), then this total population
of cars could easily increase to 40 million.
Using the same replacement rate means
that by 2040 the sales would have to
increase from around 15000 per year to
three million per year. On the face of it,
that seems an astonishing growth - and it
is; it would require a year-on-year growth of
around 30%. This level of growth is being

article on the subject – which I might do in
a later issue – but in my opinion, the most
serious problem facing us is not the threat
of so-called climate change but pollution
and the unarguable impact on health. One
of the potential solutions is electric cars
and, despite the fact that our electricity
generation mix contains and will contain a
significant fossil fuel component for many
years to come, electric vehicles could

achieved at present when the numbers are
small, but will become increasingly difficult
to meet as the population of EVs increases.
To achieve this will require a combination
of factors - technological developments
(including cost), behavioural and cultural
changes and government involvement. I’ll
discuss the technological challenges in this
article and leave the other factors to the
next issue of the magazine.

Let’s look first at BEVs as these represent
the vast majority of EVs sold, both in the
UK and around the world. There is no
doubt that BEVs have improved
dramatically in recent years. Initial
concerns about battery life-time appear to
have receded somewhat and range has
improved - but clearly, the high cost and
limited range still remain as negatives for
many prospective buyers. I have just testdriven a Jaguar I-Pace, which has stunning
performance - but the cost, at around £70-

around the world. However, it is likely to
take many years before Li-ion batteries
are
superceded,
given that
any
challenger will have to prove superior
performance (energy density charging
and discharging rate, longevity, safety
and cost) in real-world rather than
laboratory conditions. On that basis,
although battery costs and hence BEV
costs should decrease, in my view it is
unlikely we will see much improvement
in the near future in battery performance.

AC Bristol
poses in front of
iconic Brooklands
buildings…

75k on the road for a mid-size SUV, is
considerably higher than for a
conventionally powered equivalent. Also,
despite official figures of 298 miles, the
Jaguar salesman confessed that the realworld range is only 200 miles...
All BEVs currently being sold use lithiumion batteries. The first lithium-ion power
packs were pioneered at Oxford University
in the 1970s but turned into a commercial
technology by Sony, who produced the first
Li-ion batteries in the early 1990s. There
have been significant developments and
refinements since, however the evidence is
that Tesla and others are approaching the
theoretical maximum energy density
(effectively weight per kilowatt) of these
batteries, which suggests we are close to
the maximum range achievable. I was
amused to read recently about the car thief
in America who got caught in a subsequent
car chase when the batteries of the Tesla
he had stolen died on him.
Other
potentially promising battery technologies
are being developed in various laboratories

Street-scene
Wolseley …

They would appear to have significant
advantages over BEVs, given that they
have much greater ranges and filling times
comparable with conventional cars. It
seems somewhat surprising that there has
been so little interest – at least in the UK where only two FCEVs are currently
available; the Hyundai Nexo and the
Toyota Mirai. However, it is significant that
Toyota, Daimler and BMW are leading a
group of 13 companies across the world,

Fiat …

Hydrogen does not occur freely in nature
so has to be manufactured. Most hydrogen
is produced by reforming methane with
steam, while some is produced by
electrolysis – which is a power-intensive
process.
The contribution of renewable energy will
continue to grow, but at present it is

… and attention-grabbing
Gullwing

What about the often forgotten and
certainly overlooked fuel hydrogen, FCEV.
Like BEVs, the FCEV produces no
emissions (other than water vapour) at the
exhaust pipe, but uses hydrogen as the
fuel in a catalytic reaction with oxygen from
the air, to produce electricity. The catalyst
is platinum, the same as used in catalytic
converters. The fuel cell’s basic catalytic
reaction was discovered by William Grove,
who produced the “gas battery” in 1839 and the first FCEV is attributed to General
motors in 1966 with their experimental
Electrovan, a modified GMC Handivan.

… with

investing $10 billion over the next 10 years
in developing hydrogen technology and
infrastructure.

… and Maserati

apparent that both BHEVs and FCEVs are
effectivel y pol luti on -displacement
processes, moving the source of pollution
from millions of point-pollutants in mainly
urban areas, to a small number of remote
pollution sources, i.e. power stations.
Whether we achieve the 2040 target of
achieving 100% EV sales depends very
much on government involvement and I will
discuss the various approaches different
governments are taking in the next issue of
the magazine.
As always, I like to end by welcoming
new members - and it is becoming
obvious there is a growing interest in
coupés. They are: Mark Staples with his
Speedster Clinic Coupé, Kevin Juniper
who will be building a coupé, Mahesh
De Silva from New Zealand looking for a
356 coupé, Martin Turner who is
building a Mark Roach Coupé, also Paul
Holmes currently stripping a donor car
prior to building a Chesil ... and Richard
Guy and James Olley with their Chesils.

Homebase carpark Bristol
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New Year's Day
Classic Gathering
at Brooklands
Story & pictures by

John Mercer

This is always a great event but, at the beginning of January, is very
weather-dependent. For 2019 it was sunny and dry and I had a good
early-morning run in from deepest Kent. Only to join the longest queue I
have ever seen! Spent over an hour crawling between rows of cars and
chatting to people in the crowds from the car, until I was finally parked
up under Concorde.

I found a total of five Speedsters
as I walked around the Brooklands
site during the day - and someone
later sent me the photograph of
three Speedsters in one of the
massive entry queues, used in our
lead picture.
5.

Early and rare pre-War cars
congregated in the Paddock in front
of the Clubhouse and there was a
huge turn-out of Americans on
display on the Finishing Straight. The
Banking itself was jam-packed with
cars from end to end and many rare
motorbikes were parked near the BP
Pagoda and scattered in the outer
environs of the Paddock. The Dunlop
Mac Shed was the setting for the
Brooklands Motoring Volunteers’
Autojumble sale, which was busy for
most of the day and cleared a lot of
excess spares, raising funds for the
Museum. This was all accompanied by
live music from jazz musician Bob
Webb, playing hits from the
Clubhouse balcony.
The Museum’s exhibition areas,
including the Motoring Sheds and
recently opened Aircraft Factory
and Flight Shed, were open all day
displaying vast collections of classic
racing cars, aircraft and
motorcycles. The relocation and

restoration of the WWII Bellman
Hangar, that had stood on part of
the original Finishing Straight of the
Brooklands Race Track for over 75
years, gave classic owners an even
larger space on which to display their
cars, augmenting the established
spaces on the Members’ Banking of
the Race Track and in the Motoring
Village and Aircraft Park.

I was later pleased to meet up with
Club members Paul Smith in his Tygan
and Del Manning in his Pilgrim.
I also saw two more Chesils, one I
recognised as Richard Guy's old car
and the other not known to me as a
Club Member.
There were rows and rows of
amazing Porsches and lots of
individual rare Porsches of all types
dotted around the huge Museum
display area.
I was nearly run over by this amazing
Cadillac, with a special body for Le
Mans racing.

Another surprise was to bump into
Club Member Phil Hill - a long way
from his home in Devon. We had a
good chat while looking at a Ferrari
Enzo and a La Ferrari which was
leaving the gathering, closely
followed by Del's Speedster.
Having driven to the event with the
top up and my kamikaze heater on, it
was great to do the run home with
the top down - still a bit cool, but it
certainly cleared the last of my
hangover.
I spoke to a Brooklands official after
the event and he confirmed the
attendance was an all-time record,
with an amazing turnout of 1,119
classics, sports and supercars and
over 5,600 people making the Classic
Gathering the biggest January 1st
‘classic’ meeting in the UK.
There's great video of the event by
Andy Lambert at: https://youtu.be/
V7QHtuH-Qus, which I recommend
you have a look at - together with
four other videos Andy has posted on
YouTube, linked to the one above.
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Speedsters in
the West

“ Tackle your
rusty bits ! ”
advises

John
Porter

Once the area is
cleaned down with
the wire brushes, you
can see how bad the
rust is and any deep
pi tti ng can be
removed with the
grinding wheel –
same
safety
considerations apply.
Once the area is
clean, a rust
converter can be
applied and allowed
to dry.
A red oxide primer was applied to the
cleaned and treated areas in my case.

Despite our best intentions, we have not got together as a ‘group of four’ Speedster
owners for some time. We managed three at the November Show at Shepton Mallet,
as reported by Vernon in the last issue - and pictured above, where I was being
interviewed for a piece in Complete Kit Car Magazine, with a couple of members of
the public listening in! At other opportunities, Gerald and I have been in cars other
than our Speedsters but not the two together … Gerald in his Singer Le Mans or
Austin 10 and me in my Ford Special.

Something to do in the garage:

In my routine inspection before the MoT in
October, I was rooting around the
underside of the Chesil and saw that the
edges of the cabin frame were getting
blasted by the grit off the road surface. My
car was built in 1997 and, with 30k on the
clock, a lot of the paint had been removed
by said debris and some surface rust was
developing. First job was the messy part that of grinding and wirebrushing the
exposed surfaces. This was done with a
115mm angle grinder.

This is a bit bigger and more robust than
the smaller ones, but still compact enough
to get into confined areas.
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The protective paint is always one of
personal choice and I use ‘chassis black’
rather than some of the more well-known
products, that chip far too easily.
As it says on the tin – do it right!

The
wire
brushes are
fairly lethal l o o k i n g
attachments,
as pictured
here!
Don’t even
think of using
these without
eye-protection
and
tough
gloves…

Two or three coats would normally be
sufficient and a final protective layer could
be added of a wax-based black variety.

Finally, If you do go out on salty damp
roads, give the underside a good hosing
down and let it dry before putting away in
the garage.

Only one Speedster appeared at the Blue Bowl
in February for our monthly meeting – and that was
mine! I was joined by a range of other cars: an A40
Farina , a V12 Jaguar , a Stag and a TVR. Also
attending was a Sunbeam Alpine, a Porsche 911 and
an Austin Healey 3000.
The weather was unseasonably fine with bright
sunshine and a warm breeze. Sailing boats were
visible on the nearby lake and the ride there and
back was lovely.

Gerald Dawson’s
Speedster is now

BOWLING ALONG!

I had spent a few hours tinkering with the
electronic points replacement (see previous issue of
The Speedster) and adjusting the carburettors, which made a great difference to the performance of my car and
improved driving it. I can now look forward to another year of driving pleasure.

THE

that a current MoT is sufficient is quite
frightening. As we know, ignorance is not
justification in court. I hope and pray it will
not be one of our members who gets to test
this through the legal process…
I am aware that some members either use
a lock-up or maybe an understanding
neighbour, friend or relative, to store their
beloved Speedster. It is either impossible or rather cheeky in the latter situation - to
keep their cars on a trickle-charger to avoid
removing batteries and taking them home.

RAYNSFORD
FILES

I have another alternative. On Ebay I
purchased a 21-watt solar panel and a

facility to run a security light from the
source. I have found they work very well in
all weather conditions.
With regards to events this year, I have so
far booked:
Stoneleigh Park, Silverstone Classic,
Goodwood Revival, The Star Club Golden
Jubilee at Stratford-upon-Avon, The
Blackmoor Vale Revival and, of course, the
fabulous and never-attended by other Club
members (!) Retro Festival on the excellent
Newbury Showground. I dare say other
odd shows will arrive - and of course, a trip
to Brooklands is a must.

Len is scared by some
paperwork, joins the sunbathing generation and hopes
to rack up a sale...
Good morning, fellow Speedster owners
and fans! As I’m writing, it really looks that
Spring has sprung! I had been out getting
the gardening done, so that I was allowed
to play with my cars (Ha! Ha!).
Last weekend I had them all out and
running and took four of them out for a
quick spin. Isn’t life grand?
The phone has been pretty quiet with
Speedster questions. However, worrying
was a call from a chap having a car built.
Despite it being professionally constructed
he has been told that all their cars are
registered as VWs without need for IVA or
alteration to V5. Again, I have explained at
length the ramifications of this. Being told

rather clever trick solar controller. You can
see where I have the panels for mine.
Should you have a lock-up somewhere, a
discreetly drilled hole and the panel can be
laid on the roof. They even come with a

I have decided to sell my stainless steel
Speedster boot rack, complete with a
custom set of aged leather straps and a
period suitcase complete with stickers.
Price is £200. Anyone interested, give me
a ring…

Naturally, I’m looking forward to a great
turnout at Stoneleigh for the Show – and,
on Sunday, the AGM. Come and have your
say! Best wishes to you all for a great
Speedstering/Spydering year during 2019.
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A REALLY HOT BATH(TUB)
– ICONIC AUTOBODY 386
Nick-named after an inverted
water container, the Speedster
became a Porsche icon. TKC
Editor, STEVE HOLE taps into the
mystique as another Porsche
becomes an Iconic Speedster...
The Porsche 356 Speedster is one of
the most iconic cars of the last 70years. It still looks fresh, still looks
graceful - and yep, downright sexy.
You can still see the lineage in the
modern-day Porsche 911, the model it
so clearly begat in 1964, so I guess
this almost makes it the great, great

performance levels aren’t startling
unless you go big-bore Beetle (usually
1776cc and above), which can be
expensive - and possibly even more
borderline when stuck in traffic on a
hot day than a standard air-cooled
unit.
It’s been overdue, I think, that
someone would tastefully update the
Speedster theme, bring it into the
21st century so to speak, updating its
looks and - more pertinently - its
performance.

reinvented Speedsters is the
Cévennes and Speedster II models
produced in France by Arab-owned
PGO Automobiles. Initially they made
a basic Beetle-based Speedster
replica like everyone else, before
coming up with their revisions that
used Peugeot mechanicals (307) and
currently BMW Mini power.
Trouble is, although everyone who
sees them seems to admire them, not
enough are sufficiently tempted to
part with cash to buy one; although

uncle to the whippersnapper Boxster
and Cayman models, too.
The 356 Speedster has always been
a very popular subject for
replication, possibly second only to
the AC Cobra (we’ll skip over the
obvious Lotus Seven and exotic
clones, in this instance) and a variety
of Italian exotics. In addition, one
marque - Chesil - has almost worked
its way up to household status, much
like most vacuum cleaners are
‘Hoovers’ even when they are a G
-Tech or a Henry!
Even if a
Speedster replica isn’t actually a
Chesil, it’s still christened a Chesil by
the casual enthusiast.
Fact is though, that apart from a
couple of exceptions the vast
majority of Speedsters are based on
humble VW Beetle floorpan and
mechanicals. Nothing wrong with
that, of course, as there’s something
comforting about that air-cooled
clatter pushing your Speedster
replica down the road. Sure,
9.9.

There have been a few attempts
over the years, even fitting the
engine at the ‘wrong’ end. The hugely
-talented Paul Banham tried that
concept in the early noughties with
his 356 Sports model. Clever, but
unfortunately doomed due to the Kseries engined Metro donor.

TKC’s esteemed sub-editor, Vernon
Mortimer, did everything bar camp
outside the former UK agent’s office
trying to order one, to no avail! We
still both feel that they are pretty
special. I hope that the current New
Mini BMW-derived 1.6-litre engine
might do the trick.

Perhaps the most successful (in
visual if not sales terms) of the

NOW:

THE LATEST!
DNA
Automotive co-founder, Brian Hale

also reckoned that the 356 was due
for an update ... and in 2016 he
embarked on his take on the theme,
using Porsche Boxster Mk1 - or more
accurately, the 986 model - as a
donor.
It’s a much bigger car of course, the
original 356 had a wheelbase of just
82.72in (2101mm) whereas the
Boxster’s is a whopping 95.11in
(2415mm). Therefore, Brian’s 'Iconic
386' could never be termed a replica,
but that suited his purposes
extremely well because his aim was a
modern vehicle that tipped its hat to
the original 356, while utilising all
the high-tech kit that you’d expect

off the inside of said windscreen,
while you’ll have a proper heater on
demand and even your bottom will be
gently toasted courtesy of the
heated leather seats. Before you
start shouting, I know Chesils have
been available with heated screens
for years of course...
I stress again that I find the
Beetle’s charms incredibly endearing
- and completely right for 356
Speedster replica use - but if purism
isn’t the reason for purchasing one,
the new 386 is going to be tempting
for many. It’s also worth pointing out
that if you build a very high-spec
Chesil or Speedster Clinic kit, you

being sold only in fully-built form,
which he has called Iconic Autobody
rather than his DNA Automotive
operation.
As mentioned, there’s no intention of
this car being considered a replica,
rather more a tribute to the 356.
Therefore, the Boxster loses its
front end - which unbolts - and in its
stead goes the new Iconic 386
replacement, while the donor’s doors
are re-skinned.
I really like the treatment of the
door handles, as external levers have
given way to cut-in apertures with a
genius touch of off the shelf
electronic soft-touch parts (more
usually found operating a modern
car’s tailgate) activating each door on
demand.
In addition to the other modern
controls already mentioned, the
Boxster also has ABS, centrallocking, electric windows, power hood
and dynamic traction
control, not to mention
a ir -con dit ion in g,
as
standard and not many
Beetles had that, let
alone any of those other
facilities available. A 356
with
full
creature
comforts; amazing.
Brian’s
demonstrator,
looking very elegant regal, almost - in present
day 911 GT Silver, is
based on a humble 2.7litre,
entry-level
Boxster. However, that
was a deliberate move on
his part.

from a recent production car. The
Boxster makes great sense as a
donor vehicle. A Porsche-inspired
body conversion based on a Porsche
is a masterstroke, when you think
about it.
For a start, if you fancy taking your
356 out on a winter’s day, thanks to
the heated ‘screen of Brian’s ‘386’
you won’t need a chisel to get the ice

will need a proper budget to do it
justice. Forget any thoughts of
Beach Buggy-territory, five-grand
costs!
In case you were wondering, the 386
name is quite logical. Brian has
‘nicked’ two digits from the 986
model Boxster in deference to its
donor. He’s also created a new brand
for his latest creation, due to it

It is to show how well-appointed and
capable a ‘basic’ 386 one is; while if
you want more, the options list is
open-ended. If it’s possible, it can be
done - likewise, you can select any
colour your heart desires for your
386.
A popular upgrade will, I predict, be
an interior ‘kit’ at about £5000 (final
10.

The way it works is, you create your
specification over and above the
standard Iconic Autobody set menu
and then select the model of Boxster
you wish to use for 386 purposes.
You then simply supply that to Brian
and his team and they will hand you
back a transformed car within a few
months.
You can buy a sheddy, or stellar
mileage 986 for a couple of thousand
pounds, but frankly why would you
wish to do that? A beautiful - looking
386 let down by nasty mechanicals is

model Boxster with 2.7-litre engine
and sheaves of Porsche bills and
service stamps. Ideally, drive the car
around for a few weeks, get to know
it and identify any foibles, while also
noting and revelling in its superb
build quality.
A more powerful ‘S’ model with 3.2litre engine should be available from
£11,000 (privately), with the later
3. 4 -litr e ver sion comma ndin g
£13,000 upwards, a bit more for
Tiptronic-equipped (paddle-shift)
cars.
Brian’s demo car features just a
gentle upgrade internally, with
eyelets trimmed into the standard
seats - the one thing you can be
assured of with a Porsche, is a bullet
-proof interior. If you want more
then, as mentioned, he can supply you
with a more elaborate illusion.

price to be confirmed at the time of
writing) and the move to 19in rather
than standard (as per demo car) 17in
wheels.
These are aftermarket rims but look
pretty convincing in a choice of
Classic Fuchs or Porsche ‘wide’ billet
aluminium, split-rim, style. The bigger
wheels will, however, add about
£3000 to your bottom line.
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a slightly ridiculous notion, I feel.
Brian - and TKC Mag - advises that
you seek out the best example you
can find ... and with almost 12,000
986s still licensed according to
DVLA, you shouldn’t have too much
trouble finding what you need.
Allocate £10,000 and you should be
in possession of a very nice, base-

They use top quality materials on
their cars in Zuffenhausen and even
Boxsters with hefty mileages remain
pretty robust. You’ll find no rust which is a real bonus - and although
t h e Boxst er ha d th e w el l documented and cause of much handwringing, intermediate (IMS) gear
problem (which allowed water into
the oil-ways and inevitable toasting
of an expensive Porsche engine), if
you can’t find evidence of yours being
changed, spend the typical £800 and
get it fixed. If you’re not sure,
there’s a definite death-rattle on
tickover that gradually gets worse
before it grenades the engine
completely. Trust me, it will result in
a big bill. If you’re lucky you’ll face

Boxster for 356 pastiche duties ...
and others are sure to follow, while
in America, Stärke Automotive has
gained critical acclaim for what they
call their 357, which is similar in
concept, but different in its
execution, not to mention more
expensive, than the Iconic 386. [As

previously featured in The Speedster
– in a piece by John Mercer. Ed]
Company boss Brian Hale raises the roof with Iconic 386
paying out at least £3000, but
probably much more. In a car of that
age this will render it scrap as it’s an
un-economical repair prospect.
As I found when Brian’s demo gave
me a morning’s entertainment, get a
car with documented good health and
even the 2.7-litre engine is still
enough for spirited performance.
Not stellar performance, but it’s the
rock-solid build quality that shines
through the most. It highlights why
Porsche is so revered as a car
manufacturer. Sure, they make fast
cars, but they also build them
beautifully. They really do.
I did note the admiring glances from
other road users, while it got proper
attention when I stopped on the
outskirts of Iconic’s home turf in
Redditch to get fuel. One chap,
stepping out of a very nice Audi A6,
asks if it’s a Speedster model
actually made by Porsche. That is, a
modern-day Porsche Speedster, as
he reckoned it looked like it had
come from the factory. He had a
point too, it could have come from
Porsche, so good does it look.
After all, as
this
chap
r i g h t l y
s t a t e d ,
Porsche isn’t
afraid to nod
towards
its
past.
Take
the current
Mk3 Boxster,
the
‘718’,
which
pays

homage to the fifties 718 RSK model,
one of the marque’s most successful
racers.
He seemed amazed when I told him it
hails from a tiny manufacturer
located in a modest unit about two
miles from where we stood on
Weights Lane! “Wow,” was his simple
yet telling response.

Start with this...
...end with this!

Driving the 386 is so far removed
from a traditional Speedster than
it’s possible to get, but it doesn’t
feel like you are driving a Boxster
either, which is a slightly weird and
surreal feeling.
Brian has deliberately avoided reengineering the wheel with his new
car.
He reasoned that Porsche
build a great car so why try
to improve on it. Plus, they spent
hundreds of thousands of Euros
on its development.
Work with,
rather than against, is the mantra
here.
All Brian has done to his demo car is
to lower the front ride height by
25mm, by fitting aftermarket
springs. It subtly gives the car a
gentle nose-down stance.
In case you were wondering, the Mk3
version of the Boxster - the 987 - is
in development for Iconic 386 use
and Brian already has orders for it.
Response has been exceptionally
positive already and it was inevitable
that he’d look at the later model for
donor duties.
I feel he won’t be the last to use the

Ultimately, the Iconic 386 (or 387)
is a winner with retro looks, with the
very best that modern technology
can offer - and there can’t be
anything much better than that, in
my book.
For more information contact:
Iconic Autobody; Redditch,
Worcestershire.
Tel: 07779 800 900.
Website: www.iconicautobody.co.uk

[As we promised you last issue, this
feature is based on one which
originally appeared in the Jan/Feb ’19
issue of TKC Magazine. Ed.]
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TO CAP IT ALL
356, A Restorer's Guide to Authenticity,
which is invaluable to anyone trying to build
an accurate replica.

John Mercer
reviews
a ‘must’
for your
bookcase…
Most of our members have replicas of
356 Speedsters and Coupés but share a
keen interest in the original cars. This
new book on the Porsche 356 is the
latest in the successful Essential
Buyer's Guide series and contains a
huge amount of information on all types
of 356 from 1950 to 1965 including
Speedsters, Convertible Ds and Coupés.
Dr Brett Johnson is a noted marque expert,
having spent twelve years in the Porsche
parts business and written several major
reference works, including The Porsche

Lots of interesting details on 356 history
and many of the details on original cars
also apply to replicas. Many points in the
section on preparing to view, inspection
equipment, evaluation and buying a 356
are also relevant to buying a replica.
Although most of the section on rust
problems should not be of concern with a
fibreglass body, they are relevant to the
underlying chassis of most replicas. Lots of
useful stuff on original interior trim and
correct instrumentation, steering wheels,
gear lever and handbrake.

Time
for a ‘ T ’ ?
2019

- orIN
another of…our Club
goodies...

There is also a well-written guide to
auctions which can also be helpful when
acquiring a 356 replica - and a 'vital
statistics' guide to the original 356 range.
My only criticism is the slightly cramped
format and small print size - and some
lapses in the translation from the original
American - but that's probably just old age
speaking!

BASEBALL CAP (black,

The book costs £13.99 in the UK and is gold logo and script)
… £8.50
available from Veloce Publishing Ltd, SKI HAT (black, woolly)
… £8
based in Dorchester. Their website is at: CLUB T-SHIRT
www.veloce.co.uk and the ISBN is 978-1(various colours)
… £13
787112-96-4.

POLO SHIRT
(various colours)
… £16.50
POLO SHIRT (black)
… £15.50
SWEATSHIRT (black) … £16.50
CLOTH BADGE (black,
sew onto anything!)
… £8.50
TAX DISC HOLDER
(pop in a year-related replica disc!)
… 75p
HOW TO ORDER , , ,
These items are available
at selected events or direct from
Administrator Rob, contact him on
01372 842224 or 07767 306355
or e-mail
admin@speedstersandspyders.org.uk for
details of availability and how to pay. We
carry most items in stock, but there may
be a short delay if we have to reorder
from our supplier.
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Hi everybody! I found this lovely
718 Spyder quite by chance, while
surfing the ‘net about twelve months
ago, while looking for something
different to use just for FUN!! I fell
in love with her from the moment I
first set eyes on her…
Only
problem was, she was hiding in a
car showroom in Cape Town, South
Africa.

Still, I had to have her! This
started a seven-month period of
research and to-ing and fro-ing
until she finally arrived on these
shores.
She was created on a 1967 VW
Beetle chassis in 1994. I intend to
do some updating before she goes
into proper use.

718 LOVE STORY
Words and
pictures by
new member

Nick Hughes

This time you
can see her
being loaded for transportation to
the UK after snoozing in the SA

showroom alongside such machinery
as a Beetle, VW Bay coachbuilt
motorcaravan, a motorcycle
and a Mercedes AMG C65 –
all of which were for sale.
The rear-end shot with plastic
sheet and UK registration
plate shows her current state.
MORE TO COME IN PART 2!
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A miscellany of activities
from deepest
Dorset:

Peter Bailey
keeps us
up-to-date...

Chat!

Remembering Vernon’s decision to enrol all
‘strains’ of Speedster makes into the Club
and for it not to be just a Chesil club, we are
often more than happy to help out those
owners who no longer have a manufacturer
to go to for help. We are currently
refurbishing an Apal Speedster owned by a
lovely lady who drives her’s regularly and
even uses it, filling up the back area with
household clear-outs, for trips to the dump!
She has wonderful pictures of her car fullup, to and above the gunwales, to illustrate!
As usual we are busy building full-build
Chesils, the last has just been delivered to
Scotland – much to the new owner’s delight
when seeing her Chesil for the first time. It
was an unusual order, although not the
first, ordered by email without a visit. Very
satisfying to know the trust that some put in
us, although we have to be so vigilant with
the build to ensure it is right. Very difficult
to rectify even the smallest teething
troubles when so far north!
The IVA test can still defeat us, even when
we have taken so many through. We really
ought to know exactly what will pass ... or
not. The latest requirement that we have
‘missed’ is the need for the foglight(s) to
extinguish when the headlights are turned
off... OK so far ... but not to come back on
again when the headlights are switched
back on, WITHOUT touching the foglight
switch to switch them off. It means we
have to install a latching relay to
accomplish it. All adds to the fun and
keeps us on our toes.

We are still in the process of completing
our orders for major damage repairs. As
some will know, Rob Hendon – who has
‘loved and cherished’ his very early Chesil
for many years – was the first to have
damage inflicted at the front. The body
was removed as the frame head had to be
replaced and while this work was being
done, new floorpans were fitted, then all
sandblasted, allowing a ‘new’ chassis to
appear. When all is completed, with a new
front and now sound ‘underpinnings’, it will
be better than ever. This was the first in a
run of damaged Speedsters, spanning the

Our Slovenian
correspondent,

David White

has been researching
and buying recently
– here is his update...

ON THE

WHITE
LINE
Happy New Year to everyone! I found
the information that follows while
trolling the dreaded ‘net. As I'm
attempting to race a 40+ year old
Formula Vee, I thought readers
might find the line-up interesting.
By the way, I've just bought a 2.0
litre 914 in race trim and I am
shipping it to Slovenia from the USA.
More later, when I've had a chance
for a full appraisal. You would be
right to describe me as being “one
for which there is 'no hope'.”

world. In short order we had complete front
section requests from Denmark, France
and Australia – and then finally the need for
a rear section, after a lorry tried to climb on
one poor customer’s Speedster’s back!
With the warm weather we are currently
having, at the time of writing this, I am sure
that the ‘fine weather drives’ in our
Speedsters have started early this year –
and I hope it continues. You never know,
we might have another amazingly ideal
Speedster cruising summer like last year ...
fingers crossed!

Anyway, I found these elderly
images, which sparked a secondary
search for the current version of ice
racing at Zell Am See, Austria, which
took place just at the beginning of
the year. I did find several photos
but all were of modern, millionairepriced Porsches and Ferraris, so not
our scene. The very rich are not like
you and me!
As can be seen, the ice is real, the
cars are real, and the enthusiasm is
infectious. The images are from the
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early seventies, the 550 Spyders in
both cases beat the solo race
specials (which I suspect are early
Formula Vees, each with humped rear
cover hiding a Beetle fan shroud).
Vee cooling by fan is no longer
considered the way to go...

drop of a hat. [I remember the Fish

Less weight is hardly possible
anymore and so Otto Mathe had used
a simple linen fabric to cover the
engine and the carburettors. This
fabric caught fire from time to time!
The "devil guy" Otto drove these
homemade racing cars with Porsche
rear drive against a Porsche 550
Spyder at the ice race in Zell am
See. The ice race is back now. The
"Fetzten" are flying again.

These two pieces of history info
appeared unannounced on my screen
recently and it seemed appropriate
to show them to
S & S Club
members. Some of our Spyder
members in particular might find this
interesting.

I remember vaguely the Okrasa
engine as being rather special, but
knew nothing of the Okrasa Special
(Car) pictured here. In particular, I
was amused to learn in the car’s spec
sheet about the use of twin Shorrock
superchargers running on methanol.
Goodness!
One or two drivers in Autocross had
VW Beetles with Okrasa carb
conversions ... and they certainly
were rapid; quicker than the
modified Beetle I used in competition
at that time, which I had fitted with
a Fish carburettor. The Fish carb
worked well, but would ice up at the
17.

carbs from the time I did work for
‘VW Motoring’ magazine. Editor Bob
Wyse fitted one to a long-term
test Saab 96V4, thought it was
magic and so I fitted one to
mine: was impressed. Ed]

Oettinger Kraftfahrtechnische Spez
ial Anstalt was the name of the

company founded by Gerhard
Oettinger in 1951. The company
specialised in performance parts for
the VW engine and soon some of the
VW based coachbuilders such as
Dannenhauer & Stauss and Rometsch
were using Okrasa engines in their
sports cars.

There were two Okrasa kits
available, the TS-1200 and the TS1300/30. The TS-1200 consisted of
a pair of Okrasa high compression
twin-port cylinder heads with twinport manifolds (VW offered only
single port heads at that time), dual
Solex 32PBIC carbs as used on early
Porsche 356s and carb linkages,
balance pipes etc. Optional extras
included a Fram oil filter which could
be mounted on the fanhousing and
Okrasa's own oil cooler, which
consisted of some coiled copper
tubing which sat behind the
fanhousing, thereby being cooled by
the air being
sucked in. The
new
heads
offered
a
c o mp r e s s i on
ratio
boost
from 6.6 to
7.5:1
The TSV-1300/30 Kit was much more
complete. It came with the same
parts as the TS-1200 but
also included a 69.5mm
chrome-moly crank which
gave a capacity of 1295cc the stock stroke at that
time being 64mm. The
crank was also '8 doweled'
to the flywheel, an upgrade
still used in today’s
performance flat-4s. There
was some clearance mod
work necessary in order
for the con-rods to miss
the camshaft.
The inlet manifolds were
fabricated from steel and
then chrome-plated, with a
small outlet on each for a
balance
pipe
running
between the two. The carbs were
Solex 32mm and were fitted with
Knecht air-filters.
In 1956, Martin Herzog started
importing the Okrasa kits into the
US for the American VW Parts
company EMPI and they advertised
that it would cut the 0-60 time by
twelve seconds. They also stated

that it increased the HP from
36 to around 48, with "No sign
of overheating reported, even in
the desert"

Let’s end where we began, with
my most recent addition (bought
sight unseen). It is a high spec,
2-litre 914 which, until eighteen
months ago, was racing in SCCA
events in New Mexico. The car
is currently riding the ocean
waves somewhere between Los
A n gel es a n d Rott er da m a n d
scheduled to land on 19th March - so
in Slovenia, sometime in April !

Buying cars for shipment from
America can be rewarding, but very
long-winded. The big attraction is
that prices Stateside can so often be
hugely attractive.
It’s a long story, which I will
be happy
to
relay
in
‘The
Speedster’, if you think there
might be some interest. [We’ve

said there is! Ed]

John Mercer
updates
us on . . .

EXCITING
CHANGES AT
VINTAGE SPEEDSTERS
Vintage Speedsters have been the world's largest manufacturer of Speedster replicas for over thirty years,
having produced over 3,500 vehicles - and they account for 90% of the Speedsters sold today. They are the
recognised market leaders, well known for their excellent build and finish, as well as attention to original
detail… and some of our Members are lucky enough to already own one of these cars.
The company was owned by Kirk
Duncan for many years and based
in Hawaiian Gardens, California.
During 2017 Kirk sold the company
to Justin Davison of Vintage
Motorcar, who moved production
to a new 30,000 sq. ft. facility in
Scottsdale,
Arizona
in January
2018. They have continued with
the
Vintage
Speedsters name
and their website is still at
www.vintagespeedsters.com.
Aron
Winter handles publicity for the
company and I am pleased to say he
has joined our Club on behalf of
Vintage Speedsters.

The Company has an updated
Website giving details of options
and configurations available for
customer cars, together with details
of a wide selection of Speedster
replacement parts, many of which
can be fitted to other Speedsters.
There is also a photo gallery, a
section of testimonials and full
contact details.
Since the takeover and relocation,
Vintage Speedsters tell me they have
been concentrating on improving what
was already an excellent product and
adding a number of new options:

All chassis are powder-coated and
only brand-new engine blocks are
used, All paint jobs are now base
coat and clear coat for a higher
quality finish ... and many detail
changes have been made inside the
car to ensure the cockpit of the car
is as original and authentic as
possible. One of the features of
these cars is that they have a heavygauge steel frame and only the
backbone from an original floorpan is
taken from the donor vehicle - and
even this is restored to an 'as-new'
condition. All other parts are
replaced with brand-new items.
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The new
Scottsdale facility

A whole range of mechanical options
are available, including higher
performance engines, four-wheel disc
brakes, sway bars for improved
handling and a centre-mount, racingstyle petrol tank.

New Sole Distributor for Vintage in
the UK
In 2018, AutoVero Ltd took over the
distribution of Vintage Speedsters in
the UK from McGurk Performance
Cars. Kalvin Cauldwell of AutoVero
told me: "I've bought and sold many
Speedster Replicas over the years,
but once I'd seen the Vintage
Speedster, I definitely wanted to
own one. As soon as I owned one, I
was determined to be the Sole UK
Distributor." Kalvin says that he has
owned and driven many other
Speedster replicas but what
impressed him about Vintage was the
exemplary build-quality and panel-fit.
He says the Vintage craftsmanship is
second-to-none, with an attention to
detail and authenticity that is
unrivalled. With a fit and finish that
has been honed to perfection over
its thirty years of production, the
panel edges and smooth, ripple-free
surfaces
are
visually
indistinguishable from metal, setting
it apart from other replica
manufacturers.
One other advantage of Vintage
Speedsters is that the convertible
top is not only closer to the
original in terms of roof-line
19.

and operation, but also practical in
m o d e r n
c o n d i t i o n s .
With a chrome roof mechanism, lowbow tailored roof and chromedetailed, drop-in side windows, this
period-accurate look not only looks
good but is capable of keeping
occupants snug and comfortable,
even in UK weather conditions. The
full-tonneau option makes the
Speedster even more enjoyable on
sunnier days.
The list of available options is
extensive, including bespoke paint
finishes, a distressed ‘Outlaw’ look,
or special interior colours and
finishes; so it is possible to specify
exactly what you want. Vintage
Speedsters are well known for their
attention to original detail and the
tiniest details are constantly being
honed and improved. For example,
the handbrake is no longer situated
on the centre-tunnel - a deadgiveaway on most replicas. The latest
Vintage Speedsters now feature the
handbrake mounted under the
dashboard, as a further homage to
the original 1957 Speedster, adding
even more accuracy.

Having a Vintage Speedster built to
your specification
Vintage do not supply kits but build
cars to your exact specification.
Kalvin Cauldwell explained the
process to me. First, discuss the
options available and the style,
colours and trim you want to define
your particular Speedster. AutoVero
are happy to offer help and advice
and their detailed website provides
lots of information. When you have
decided on a detailed specification
and want to place an order, a £5,000
deposit is required to place your car

into production. The balance
payable upon delivery of your car.

is

All future Vintage Speedster owners
receive computer-generated images
of their chosen specification prior to
their decisions being finalised. As
your chassis and bodyshell enters
build, Vintage is happy to work with
you to refine your specification.
Throughout this process, the factory
will supply computer-generated
images of your car, along with a full
costing of your choices. Build times
vary, but typically a car is delivered
three months from the point of
deposit. During this time, you will be
regularly updated on the progress.
Once the car arrives in the UK, the
car is registered with the DVLA
under your name as the first owner.
Corr ectly listed on the V5
Registration Document as a VW
Convertible, the car will also be
fitted with an age-related number
plate (1966-74) ready for collection.
Being over thirty years old and

retaining the donor vehicle’s chassis
number entitles a Vintage Speedster
to be considered as an ‘Historic
Vehicle’ in the UK. This means no
road-tax - and
exemption from
London’s Ultra-Low Emission Zone
(ULEZ).
[It does not mean

exemption from MoT testing
however! In fact you may feel wary
of the description as a ‘VW

Convertible’ since it was not built in a
Volkswagen factory using a VW body
a nd th e floorpa n ha s been
‘substantially modified’ to obtain the
required dimensions of a Speedster
replica. It would appear to be a
“Porsche Speedster” yet an ANPR
camera would ‘see’ it as a Volkswagen,
in a roadside police check.
Our
recommendation has always been to
have the V5C correctly identify a
replica as what it is by including the
manufacturer in the make/model
description: eg ‘VW Chesil Speedster’
or in this case, ‘VW Vintage
Speedster’. There should then be no
doubt in the event of a traffic
offence or an accident and
s u b s e q u en t i n su ra nc e c la i m .
However, because of the extent of
the modifications to the chassis (and
complete body replacement), the
question arises: should the vehicle be
submitted for IVA testing? Having
discussed the whole issue with Club
Technical Guru Len, the best advice
we can offer members who are
considering buying this version and
others currently on the market
(including the increasingly popular
Coupé model) is that they satisfy
themselves that all legal
requirements are met and if a ‘new’
vehicle is purchased without being
presented for IVA, to seek a letter
from the manufacturer explaining
why one is not required for that
particular version. It won’t prevent
legal action being taken by the
Authorities if they feel IVA
is appropriate but may help in
the case of subsequent
negotiations to rectify
matters... It might also prove
useful when trying to ‘sell on’
the vehicle in future. Ed]
Some confusion on the web
A couple of Club Members
have contacted me saying
that when searching for
'Vintage Speedsters' on the
web there seem to be multiple
websites and confusing
references
on
other
Speedsters sites, Forums and
Chat-Rooms.

AutoVero stand at the
recent London Classic Car
Show
There is only one Vintage Speedster
company as I have detailed above,
the company that has produced
3,500 Vintage Speedsters over
thirty years is now owned by Vintage
Motorcar and based in Arizona.
The confusion has arisen as another
c omp a n y , V in t a g e Mot or c a r s
(California) Inc. has taken over the
lease of the old Vintage Speedster
premises in Hawaiian Gardens and
taken on some of the staff from the
original company. Their website at
www.vintagemotorcarsinc.com
is a
bit misleading as it implies a
continuation of the Speedster
business, promoting their own
Speedster body as well as Speedster
servicing and parts. They also
operated a Vintage Spyder site at
www.vintagespyder.com, which has
closed down - and another site at
preAcoupe.com, which has also
disappeared.

www.vintagespeedsters.com

is the
address you should go to for current
and correct information.
A further confusion is that McGurk
Performance Cars still make
reference to Vintage Speedsters on
their website, whereas the Sole UK
Representatives of Vintage
Speedsters are actually AutoVero, as
detailed here:
AutoVero Ltd are located at
303 Union Wharf, Wenlock Road,
London N1 7ST.

www.AutoVero.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 7956 154 270.
email: sales@autovero.co.uk.
Contact: Kalvin Cauldwell.
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On March 6th, Riversimple brought their
Rasa Car to display in Bristol City
Centre. I had heard about this new kind
of car before, which uses a hydrogen
fuel cell to produce electricity to drive
four electric motors, one in each wheel.
This system is claimed to be more
efficient than normal battery power. A
motor in each wheel was used on Dr
Porsche’s early design based on a
Lohner chassis, way back at the turn of
the previous century.

HISTORY REPEATS?
Gerald Dawson

discovers the
shocking truth!

This is not the only
Porsche
connection as, when I first saw a picture of
this car I immediately thought of the
Porsche Type 64, designed in 1938. It just
shows that Porsche designed a most
aerodynamic shape that has not been
improved upon, all these years later.
The biggest advance in this car is its light
weight, using modern carbon - fibre
technology. This makes a strong, safe
centre section with light panels added on.
The cars are built in Wales using materials
and components which are sourced in the
UK. Car production is starting and they are
soon to be available.
The style looks modern and the
construction is new. I tried the cockpit for
size and found it remarkably easy to enter,
just like my Speedster with the hood off; the
upward-hinged doors giving plenty of
headroom until you are settled in.

for local journeys in
town - where the
pollution is critical and another car will
be available for long
journeys. It has
been suggested that
the Rasa car could
be shared by groups
of people who share
the use and cost. It
is a very new
concept and one which will need a
change in peoples’ attitude to personal
transport.
Personally I prefer to own my car, not
lease as ownership and history is the
big part of the hobby. But I think there
is a new generation coming along who
might regard cars as purely transport
and have no feeling for them - and see
them as appliances, just like their
phones.

The plan is to lease the cars, each
monthly payment to include servicing,
maintenance, insurance and fuel. It is
thought that this will be a second car
21.

I am not advocating this technology,
just interested in all forms of transport!
My Speedster is and always will be my
favourite way of travel…
More information on the Rasa car is
available at: www.riversimple.com.

Club Events Co-ordinator Tony Tucker
eyes up

The first big meeting of this season is going to be the annual
National Kit Car Motor Show at Stoneleigh Park, on the
Sunday of May Bank Holiday (5th May).
Last year, the exceptionally good weather meant that the Show
and the Club had a good turnout and was an improvement on
recent years. It was, however, again noticeable how few dealers
there were in the main hall selling accessories etc. Ten years ago,
you could hardly move inside the hall for dealers’ stalls and crowds
of buyers, but the hall is now almost empty, with the stalls spread
out amidst great empty spaces.
Although there was much more of a buzz about the
second hall, where the manufacturers display their
cars, I suspect that a combination of increased
prices for a stall (dealers really complain about
this), plus the proliferation these days of car shows
around the country on any given weekend
(particularly Bank holidays), will mean that this
show may not last for many more years.
Let’s hope that I am wrong about this but, in the
meantime, we continue to support the event and
will be holding our AGM on the Sunday, after which
we will award our Car of the Show trophy, so we are keen for all
members to put the date in their diaries and meet up with the
biggest number of fellow Club members to come together in one
place this year. As per last year, we will not waste Club money on
an expensive marquee, but will have our usual site (33D) to
display our cars. The event continues on the Monday, although
there will be far fewer members there on that day.
For several years now, we have greatly enjoyed the Blackmore
Vale Revival event at Henstridge Airfield in Somerset. Alas, this
show is taking a “year out” according to my contact there.
Unfortunately, they did not think to put a simple announcement to
this effect on their website, which is now “unmanned”, so people
trying to find information are left in the dark. Let’s hope that this
show comes back again next year, because it has been a really
good event for us, right in the middle of the summer.

There will be a number of Club members, including myself, at the
annual Brooklands Classic Car and Retrojumble Show on
Sunday, 21st July. This is always a terrific show of great cars - plus,
of course, the famous museum and clubhouse, where breakfast
can be taken before the event. Talking of breakfasts, there are two
Classic Breakfast Meetings at Brooklands as well; the first on 19th
May and the second on 27th October, with the Test Hill open on
both occasions. I will be away for the first of these, but other Club
members will be attending. The Autumn Meeting is one that I will
probably attend.
With the proliferation of events around the country these days, our
events “scene” has changed in recent years, with many members
attending a variety of shows and publicising their activities via
Facebook. Although I rarely use any social media myself, I think
that this is an excellent way of keeping in touch and getting fellow
members together for specific events, so I encourage everyone to
think about this if they are planning to attend any event. If you have
the time, of course, it is also worth getting information into the
magazine and the Club website - and Vernon is always keen to
receive reports on events, so do please send him reports and
photos of anything you consider of interest.

Stoneleigh

That’s about it for the moment. I’m sorry about Blackmore Vale,
but keep your eyes open for updates on events in the magazine,
on the website and on Facebook.
I aim to meet up with a number of you during the year and hope
that all our members will attend as many shows as they can - and
of course, send in reports and pictures for magazine publication! I
have recently changed address, moving house for the first time in
thirty-eight years, so all is chaos at present (the Speedster, of
course, is tucked up in its nice new home!). My email address,
landline and mobile numbers (which always appear in the Who’s
Who box on page 2) remain unchanged, so don’t be afraid to get in
touch if you wish to.
The weather is picking up, Spring is just around the corner; so
it’s time to get those Speedsters and Spyders on the road!

Brooklands
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